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The carbon canister and exhaust gas re-circulation (EGR) valve can be connected using check valves to
prevent pressurized air from entering the systems under boost conditions.

It is imperative that there is an air filter on the inlet of the supercharger. If this is neglected, there is a risk of
damage to the supercharger from objects being sucked into the inlet. An open filter arrangement, such as
K&N cone filters, will in some cases give induction noise from the impeller. To prevent induction noises
please use a closed filter box as seen on most OE applications.

Do not make unnecessary sharp bends on the air ducting, as bends will cause pressure drop resulting in
loss of power.

All air ducting on the inlet side of the supercharger must be of a type that does not collapse and restrict the
airflow under vacuum. Bear in mind that a partially blocked air filter will result in significant vacuum.

Hoses, pipes, filters, valves etc. must be fastened with proper clamps to prevent air leakages in the system.

Testing

Upon completion of the installation, the vehicle must be tested on a dynamometer. This will give the
opportunity to identify leaks, noise, vibration, and improper alignment of belt, overheating or other faults in
the installation. It will also give the opportunity to make sure the engine is running with the correct air/fuel
ratio. If the engine is knocking the fuel and ignition timing must be changed. Alternatively reduce boost
pressure and/or inlet temperature with a better intercooler/charge cooler or water injection solution.

The Rotrex supercharged vehicle

Any increase in performance of a vehicle must responsibly (if not legally) also be accompanied by an equal
increase in performance of the braking system, tires, suspension, steering and engine mounts. Many
manufacturers supply the necessary kits for increased brake performance, improved suspension, improved
engine mounts etc. Consult performance specialists for more information.

Warranty

No person at ROTREX A/S is authorized to bind ROTREX A/S to any other liabilities, warranties other than
the official Rotrex warranty granted with the purchase.

Parts found to be defective due to debris or other foreign material in the system will not be honoured for
warranty and will be considered ground to devoid any other associated liabilities.

If the Rotrex supercharger has been disassembled or changed in any way the warranty is automatically void.
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